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For Immediate Release 

 
 

40 new works by 42 different authors added to PM World Library 
 
PM World Collection grows to 1330 project management articles, papers & 
other works by 579 different authors in more than 60 countries 
 
9 April 2015 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced that 40 new articles, 
papers and other original works about program and project management (P/PM) were added 
to the PM World Library (PMWL) this month.  These contributions by 42 different authors in 
19 countries were published in the April 2015 edition of the PM World Journal (PMWJ).  
They can now be found among the most recent papers, articles and book reviews on the 
PMWL home page at www.pmworldlibrary.net. 
 
The new additions bring the total in the PM World Collection to around 1330 original works 
by 579 different authors from 60+ countries.  The collection is growing each month by 
approximately 30-40 new works by many different authors; of the 42 authors in December, 
10 were new to the journal and library.  All works in the PMWL can be accessed at 
http://pmworldlibrary.net/pm-world-collection/.  Profiles of all authors in the library, along with 
access to their works, can be found at http://pmworldlibrary.net/author-showcase/.  
 
According to PMWL Director David Pells, “We introduced a new series again this month, 
articles from the College of Performance Management related to the integration of Agile and 
EVM. The first two articles are introductory in nature and were published in the April PMWJ.  
This seems to be one of the hottest topics in the earned value community so we thought 
they were worth sharing.” 
 
New authors in March include John Campbell (USA), Luis Contreras (USA), Rangika 
Halwatura (Sri Lanka), A J Holley (USA), Patrick James (USA), Chris Jones (UK), 
Chinwi Obari Mgbere (Nigeria/Kazakhstan), Nalesendja Muhammad 
(Indonesia/Singapore), Ruth Murray-Webster (UK) and Serin Zatar (USA). New works 
from 32 authors already included in the library were also added. 
 
“Our other authors and correspondents contributed some nice work this month,” Pells adds. 
“The report from Rocio Zelada in Santa Cruz, Bolivia is great since this is from a country 
where the project management profession is really just getting started. She shared some 
enthusiastic messages from other passionate leaders in the PMI chapter there. But I want to 
thank all the authors for their contributions.” 
 
In addition to the original papers, 30+ news articles were added to the library archives this 
month, bringing the total to well over 1,250 articles.  News archives can be accessed at 
http://pmworldlibrary.net/ppm-news/.  See archives of past editions of the PMWJ at 
http://pmworldlibrary.net/ppm-journals-and-magazines/.  
 
The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in portfolio, 
program and project management (P/PM).  The PMWL is produced and maintained by PM 
World that also publishes the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a web-based monthly 
publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and news stories about projects and project 
management around the world.  To see the latest edition of the PMWJ, visit 
www.pmworldjournal.net; to learn more, visit www.pmworldlibrary.net. Follow on Facebook, 
LinkedIn or @pmworldlibrary. 
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Editor’s note: Access to all authors and works in the PM World Library is now free, with the 
new Free Basic Membership introduced in March.  Registration is still required at 
http://pmworldlibrary.net/who-gets-free-basic-access/  
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